
Social Complexity in Nissim Ezekiel’s Works 

 Ezekiel contributed so much to the existing thematic expansion of the 

Indian poetry and helped it to achieve its two-fold goal. He attempted to view 

poetry from fresh angles – the themes which have been taken repeatedly. 

Needless to say that Ezekiel’s thematic content in this study mainly sheds light 

on themes like Indian environment, city, village, nature and woman. They also 

contain social issues like family problems, extra-marital relationships, common 

domestic life relationships, relationship between man and woman, the city life, 

environment and animals etc. Apart from these, natural life finds place in his 

poetry like trees, mangoes, grass, squirrels, monkeys, crow, cow, dog, cats, 

elephant, worms, moths, serpents, toads, scorpions, lizards, with this flycatcher 

thrown in. Then he places the people of India in many different ways-some of 

them are rich, poor, beggars, hawkers, pavement-sleepers, prostitutes, clerks, 

domestic servant’s club dancers, English boss and old man. 

 A society is a grouping of individuals characterized by patterns of 

relationships between these individuals that may have distinctive culture and 

institutions, or, more broadly, an economic, social and industrial infrastructure in 

which a varied multitude of people are a part. Members of a society may be from 

different ethnic groups. A society may be a particular people, such as the Saxons, 

a nation state, such as Bhutan, or a broader cultural group, such as a Western 

society. The word society may also refer to an organized voluntary association of 

people for religious, benevolent, cultural, scientific, political, patriotic, or other 

purposes. 

 The English word “society” emerged in the 15th century and is derived from 

the French societe. The French word, in turn, had its origin in the Latin societas, 

a “friendly association with others,” from socius meaning “companion associate, 

comrade or business partner.” The Latin word is probably related to the verb 

sequi, “to follow”, and thus originally may have meant “follower”. In political 

science, the term is often used to State, i.e., the apparatus of rule or government 

within a territory. In the social sciences such as sociology, society has been used 

to mean a group of people that form a semi-closed social system, in which most 

interactions are with other individuals belonging to the group. Society is 

sometimes contrasted with culture (en.Wikipedia.org). 

 Ezekiel poems are common experiences of his reactions which come from 

his mind and are closely witnessed scenes of the surroundings. Many times he 



brings the ordinary events of Indian life, and “the pressures of urban life challenge 

a poet to discriminate subtly by rendering violent stances of choice impossible. 

They force him towards new angles of perception and of tone and mode of 

expression” (Rajeev and Meena 1966:6). Therefore, scepticism of different kinds, 

humour, expression and discrimination are the consequent responses to the new 

and complex stimuli of the urban milieu. There are poems which are occupied 

with tragic situations of urban and rural lives. Ranadhir Pratap Singh, 

commenting on Nissim Ezekiel as a Poet of India Life, asserts: “He gives full 

expression to the widespread poverty by portraying a child beggar near a 

restaurant, lepers at the railway station, a woman beggar, slum dwellers and 

pavement sleepers in Bombay” (2005: 42). Ezekiel incubates themes from his 

own natural life, in other words his own personal life situations. Many incidents 

are turned into poems. In “Poverty Poems-2”, he describes two lepers, one deaf 

and dumb at the station, and another on the platform singing with much 

enthusiasm in praise of God and thereby contrasts two different ways of enduring 

misfortune. Such kinds of people are seen commonly in cities, bus stations, near 

cinema halls, railway stations, churches, temples and mosques. He accepts the 

city totally without reservations with all its good and bad points. The urban 

subjects are situations that handle various golden themes and are bound up with 

humanistic concern. In the words of Ananya Shankar Guha: “The poet recognizes 

the fact that modern Indian society is built upon fraudulent ways, and the 

recognition especially arises when he takes a close look at the world around him 

and his immediate surroundings” (1986:22). 

 In the poem “Encounter,” Ezekiel plainly projects the busy man’s life, 

through this poem we understand that our society is filled with busy people, who 

are least bothered about the people, animals, environment, things which are going 

on around us, especially people who live in cities, and his humdrum nature. The 

words of Ezekiel stands true: “The city pressed upon me; shops, cinemas and 

business houses spoke in unambiguous accents. Only people said nothing. They 

brought the evening papers, hurried to a tube station, ceasing to exist” (2005:35). 

In the words of P.M. Chacko: “By implication he shows that even as a youngster 

his preference was for a life rewarding in nature either intellectually or 

imaginatively” (1994:73). The poet can bring out poetry even if there is no 

subject, and inspires us through his craftsmanship; anything can be transformed 

into a poem. In the following poem entitled “Encounter,” he shows the images of 

city life: “Pavements or pools traffic lights or lilies, /Rivers or roast chicken, cafes 



or corn, / All are focused in a purer light, poems, / In the dancing minute or the 

spacious hour” (2005: 79).  

 Ezekiel’s poetry on the whole is mainly associated with themes, like 

relationships between man and woman, human beings and animals, city life, 

nature along with its surroundings. The sardonic mode, sarcasm finds a common 

place in his depiction of urbanism and along with common place experiences. 

Very often the amusing strange aspects, of a particular situation, find place in his 

poems which turns scathing as the poet brings into light the cramping and 

dehumanizing effect of the city life and the people in it. We can expect a whole 

lot of different situations showing the sham existence of town life with its 

corrupting influences on men. As he inscribes in the poem entitled “The Double 

Horror:” 

  I am corrupted by the world, continually 

  Reduced to something less than human by the crowd, 

  Newspapers, cinemas, radio features, speeches 

  Demanding peace by men with grim warlike faces, 

  Posters selling health and happiness in bottles, 

  Large returns of small investments, in football pools 

  Or self-control, six easy lessons for a pound, 

  Holiday in Rome for writing praise of toothpastes, 

  The jungle growth of what so obviously intends 

  To such life from life, leaving you and me corrupted. (2005:8) 

 In “A Morning Walk”, in The Unfinished Man, city is described as “city 

sick with slums” and the atmosphere, which he mentions of “seasons” and people 

who are “hawkers, beggars, iron-lunged.” Raizada says: “The most damaging 

effect of city life is that it diminishes a man’s personality turning him into a man” 

(1992:29). The poem “A Morning Walk” inscribes: 

  Barbaric city sick with slums, 

  Deprived of seasons, blessed with rains. 



  Its hawkers, beggars, iron-lunged, 

  Processions led by frantic drums, 

  A million purgatorial lanes, 

  And child-like masses, many-tongued, 

  Whose wages are in words and crumbs. (2005: 119) 

 Ezekiel is accustomed to the vulgar noises, with the hawkers, beggars, iron-

lunged and processions followed by the rhythm of drums. He nostalgically recalls 

the country side, while he is busy with ‘kindred clamour close at hand’: “He 

dreams of morning walk alone, / and floating on a wave of sand” (Ezekiel 

2005:117). Ezekiel tries to create a picture of a man who wants to run away from 

the city’s turmoil, but he does not know how he should do it. And that is the 

reason that this man keeps on day- dreaming about ‘beach and stone and tree.’ 

Ezekiel without any strenuous effect describes the city as a living hell. The poet 

fails to forge lasting human relationship in this “barbaric city,” he fails his quest 

for the right woman with whom, he may establish emotional bond. In the poem, 

“Passion Poems”, he inscribes: 

  All night I talked to you, 

  A troubled dream 

  Of many words 

  And not a single kiss. 

  Let us not quarrel again, 

  So I may never dream 

  In argument alone.  (2005: 216) 

 “In India” is a series of themes touching the random aspects of Indian life 

the whole poem is presented in a gentle satire. The poem, entitled “In India,” is 

the graphic picture of a city scene, the life in one town is similar to in any other 

town and is thus symbolic of life in India. The poem “India” depicts: 

  Always, in the sun’s eye, 

  Here among the beggars, 



  Hawkers, pavement sleepers, 

  Hutment dwellers, slums, 

  Dead souls of men and gods,  

  Burnt-out mothers, frightened 

  Virgins, wasted child  

  And tortured animal, 

  All in noisy silence. 

  Suffering the place and time, 

  I ride my elephant of thought, 

  A Cezanne slung around my neck. (2005: 131) 

This is the fact the Ezekiel is socially aware of his surroundings right from his 

childhood and gives the testimony of his essential humaneness. 

 The poem “Background Casually” is about his childhood memories. A 

typical view of his school is brought out by Ezekiel. And, how his friends “copied, 

bullied, stole in pairs”, tells us, when Anglo-Indian boys would bunk the classes 

and would be drunk in some “Jewish den,” which he sincerely narrated in this 

poem: 

  They copied, bullied, stole in pairs 

  They bragged about their love affairs 

  They carved the table broke the chairs 

  But never missed their prayers. 

  The Anglo-Indian gentleman 

  Drank whisky in some Jewish den 

  With Muslims slowly creeping in 

  Before or after prayers.   (2005: 132) 

 The poet gives an impressive and realistic picture of urban India in 

microcosm in the above few lines with effective use of telling and selecting the 



images. He exposes the hypocrisy relating to religion, social manners and sex of 

the dehumanized India. 

 Ezekiel brings about this miserable treatment of domestic servants in India 

in the hands of their masters in the poem “Ganga,” the concluding line, “These 

people never learn” (2005: 202), is ostensibly on servants but actually on their 

employers. This kind of bad treatment of servants has passed on from earlier ages 

in our culture and has been an integral part of our civilization. Another example 

of disastrous out-stepping is Ezekiel’s character “Ganga” from the poem 

“Ganga”; it, generally, eulogizes for holding a faithful mirror up to the social 

exploitation of maid servants in middle-class families. As a social document, the 

poem is marred by exaggeration, one-sidedness and, at times, factual 

inaccuracies. It is too much to take in that maids are given a cup of tea preserved 

for the previous evening and chapatis go stale for days in refrigerators. If the 

housewives exploited maids, the maids too, were not without militancy, 

especially in a city like Bombay. But most of all, there is the unfortunate 

confusion between maid-servants and women who sell plate and utensils in 

exchange for saris and old clothes, known in Maharashtra as boharins. Usually, 

the boharins do not work as domestic staff. 

 While in public functions, the women of city, “the wives of India”, sit apart 

without drinking, talking or kissing, but lured by the mysteries of life in the 

company of the English boss, they think of all “the changes India needs. The city 

woman meets her boss in his large apartment in the evenings. Ezekiel’s image of 

India moves between two extremes. In all the features, the elite world of five star 

hotels, of “cold beer and western music,” Ezekiel’s picture of India is nothing but 

debauchery here. Non- participation in this debaucheries norm constitutes 

backwardness. In another section of the same poem, “In India,” Ezekiel describes 

how the Indian spouses conduct themselves in dinner parties with their 

counterparts. While their male partners actively take part in the festivity, women 

simply sit apart because of the gender differences at that time in the society. The 

poem “India” describes: 

  The wives of India sit apart 

  They do not drink, 

  They do not talk, 

  Of course, they do not kiss, 



  The men are quite at home 

  Among the foreign styles (What fun flirting is!) (2005: 133) 

Here is the description of a foolish woman, where she has been lured into a snare 

by her boss. The meeting takes place at the “large apartment” with “cold beer and 

music on,” but sometime later “her struggle has been hard.” Depending upon the 

situation, which the poet describes here, we clearly understand that this lady has 

been sexually harassed by her boss. These incidents are daily read in newspapers 

in India, where dozens of women face harassment under their bosses at the places 

of their work, which he writes spontaneously in the poem “In India”. The outlook 

of men living in cities is also made faulty. 

 “Island” is a poem about Bombay where he discusses, the ugliness of the  

urban environment, the concrete jungle with buildings as tall as “skyscrapers,” 

the “slums” depicting the “Island” city Bombay. Raj Rao opines: 

Nissim Ezekiel’s poetry of Bombay city demonstrates, among other things, 

the consequences of grafting urbaneness on a people whose value systems 

are still quite unsuited to it. Disordance results: the pulls and counter-pulls 

of city life cause them to be at cross-purposes with their surroundings, or 

to go off at a tangent. There is a clash between the older fatalism and a new 

existential order, and often the poetry is born of that clash. Its function, 

then, is frequently cathartic; the aim is to purge the bowels of the mind of 

the discordance. Defecation is an extended metaphor for such cleansing. 

(1996: 70) 

This poem inaugurates a deep sense of gloom that dispels all suggestions of 

oriental romance in the metropolitan, slum scraper city of Bombay, which seems 

“Unsuitable for song as well as sense,” the poet is “here to find my way in it,” the 

unreadable quality of the city has some positive consequences. There is a “spirit 

of inventiveness and renewal in the city that makes his twin identity relevant in 

its potential for a heterogeneous inclusiveness and dispassionate relations” (Singh 

2005: 29). The poem “Island highlights the reality of the urban life”: 

  Unsuitable for song as well as sense 

  The island flowers into slums 

  And skyscrapers, reflecting 



  Precisely the growth of my mind. 

  I am here to find my way in it. 

  Even now a host of miracles 

  Hurries me to daily business, 

  As a good native should, 

  Taking calm and clamour in my stride. (2005: 182) 

Nissim loved Bombay very much and it is the city, where he belonged – born in 

that city, lived there, and always came back to Bombay. The only time he was 

away was from 1948 and 1952, the time when he was in England. Though the 

Jews in India were immigrating to Israel after its formation in 1949, he felt that 

he would stay back in Bombay because he thought of himself as an Indian. 

 The poem “On Bellasis Road” gives us the description of a whore standing, 

beside a letter box in her ‘purple sari’. The persona sees a woman from far off 

who is colourfully dressed and wearing “green bangles, orange / flowers in her 

hair.” This scene is common in cities like Bombay, where prostitutes roam the 

streets in search of clients. The poet says: “waiting for her hawker or mill-worker, 

coolie or bird-man. “Such type of people live in the cities especially, Bombay 

where women go after clients for money. This is a typical type of description by 

Ezekiel. The poem reads: 

  I see her first 

  As Colour only, 

  Poised against the faded 

  Red of a post-box: 

  Purple sari, yellow blouse, 

  Green bangles, orange 

  Flowers in her hair. (2005: 188) 

There are more women in the poetry of Ezekiel than perhaps in the work of any 

other Indian poet in English and the interaction between man and woman is a 

major concern of Ezekiel’s oeuvre. 



 Nissim Ezekiel exposes the cause of the hoi-polloi, the downtrodden and 

the depressed section of our society. With a tinge of pathos, he points out the fact 

that most of the people live a life of utter want and dejection. “A true blue Indian 

is he,” writes Ezekiel, “who cannot sleep because it rains” and because he has no, 

shelter, “The water gushes through the roof,” “there is only a cot in the mud-hut” 

and his wife, a son, a brother’s son” perch on it and “impatiently wait for light.” 

When the flood comes, the water rushes through the houses made of clay and “he 

places the child on his shoulder, where he sleeps,” but the elder ones don’t and 

pass a sleepless night. A man of “sixty,” he has “eleven children and it is almost 

a hard nut to crack and bear the brunt of such a huge family only by pushing a 

handcraft” with as meagre income as a rupee per day, leads a miserable existence 

in the society. This is a beautiful description of the poor man by Ezekiel. The 

population of our society is increasing by leaps and bounds and all honest efforts 

to curb fails. The result is poverty and it breeds other social evils, ultimately the 

gap between the haves and have-nots is increasing, Ezekiel does not curse the 

poor, but he unambiguously justifies the term poverty. 

 These degenerated social relations, amongst the unprivileged class, bring 

about the downfall of moral standards and social relations; the masses suffer from 

mental blemish and hunger because they do not lead a sound social life. In the 

words of Sharma: “society founded on poverty and no sound Philosophy or 

political system can work wonders, because everybody in such a society leads a 

hard pressed life” (1985:66). Kasture says: “Licoln’s dream of democracy has 

vanished in air. This leader has totally forgotten the common man who is the soul 

of democracy” (1989: 43). 

 Nissim Ezekiel finds comfort to the poor man’s dream unfulfilled and 

expects help from religion and richness. Like Marx, he does not preach Marxism 

or Communism and unlike Gandhi, he does not teach Gandhism but he 

nevertheless dislike those political and religious imposters who bully the 

unprivileged for their self-aggrandizement. Material prosperity, he regards as of 

a paramount significance to the uplift of the masses-religion, he considers to be 

of decisive value in shaping their future line of active life full of contentment and 

peace. He is, therefore, neither Marx nor Gandhi to the masses. Further, the have-

nots are deprived of their right to be well-educated in a democratic society, 

whereas the rich spend huge money on their children in educational institutions. 

In fact, the poor cannot even afford to send their children to good educational 

institutions. 



 To sum up Ezekiel’s poetry stands out for its thought oriented nature 

mostly bearing the Indian society. It is always aware of the human conditions and 

human predicament especially in the urban setting. Ezekiel develops a technique 

of his own, which is the tension between his personal crisis and social issues 

mixed with an attempt to use innovation in his poems. Ezekiel assumes that the 

social structures and familial responsibilities are in a way, chains which restrict 

the freedom. They never allow one to free his arms to develop. In a way it prompts 

him not to make any unworthy attempt to make himself aware of self-image. 

Having survived domestic frustrations, his family poems are anything but bitter, 

little humorous and in addition have the strength and stamina of home-made truth. 

Ezekiel is, therefore, pained to the core of his heart to witness such a 

discriminatory system of education. Ezekiel’s approach to the problems of the 

masses is purely humanitarian, and revolves round man in whom one thing stands 

for its greatness such as one religion, one service, and one motto, to serve the 

poor. Ezekiel cannot but shares a little to the readers the delights of home-life 

along with its bitter battles creating them on his own. In a nut shell, Ezekiel truly 

projects the sordid reality and complexity of Indian social fabric in poetic form 

what he witnessed and encountered in his day to day life. 

 

 

 


